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INTRO:uucTIoN

Some of the more hardy perennial noxious weeds can best be controlled by

means of rnateria.l known as soil fumi'ants. The soil furnigants are, as a rule,

liquids which form toxic gases when they evaporate.

These materials have long been used to control insects in the soil but have

only been used to a limited extent in the control of weeds. Carbon bisulfide was

the main one recommended for this former purpose.

A new soil fumigant consisting of a mixture of chlorinated propanes and
chlorinated propenos, or prochlor f or short, has been under test by

New Material the egon Agricultural Experiment Station since late 1944. This

Can Be Used material has proved to be very effective in the control of certain

weed pests. Certain other materials such as chloropicrin, and tetra
and he;a chioroethane have been tested for effectiveness in controlling noxious

plants but as yet have not been found satisfactory for one reason or another.

The soil fumigants are more effective against deep rooted perennial noxious
weeds than are most other chemicals. Such plants as morning

perennial Noxious glory white tops Canada thistle and Russian Imapweed can be

Weeds Controlled controlled effectively by the soil fumigants. In addition to

these plants, the prochlors are very successful in controlling

quackgrass when properly applied. The soil fuinigants kill out all vegetation on

the treated areas. The toxic effect in the soil will persist from one month to

three months, depending on the amount applied. After this time has elasped, normal

plantings may again he made. Cultivation will aid in ridding the soil of this toxic

effects

VREN ANJJ HOW TO APPLY

The time of year to apply soil fumigants varies somewhat with the materials

used. From results to date, carbon hisulfide appears most effective

Time of when applied in the later winter or early spring. The high soil

Year Varies moisture content at this time of the year helps to seal over th3 in-

jections and thus prevent loss of material. Where ±rrigation is

possible, the carbon bisulfide may be used during the summer months.

The prochior on the other hand, being less volatile than carbon bisulfide,

can "seal" when less moisture is present. As a general rule, whenever there is



enough soil moisture to support good plant growth, the prochior may be applied. It

is important, however, that injection holes or furrows be closed with soil to pre-

vent loss of vapor. The prochiors are iiiost effective at higher temperatures but

applications may be made succesefully in the late fall or early spring.

Application of prochiors may be made any time during the spring and suimner

months when there is sufficient moisture. As pointed out previously, this material

is most effective at higher temperatures.

All of the soil fumigants may be applied in one of the following manners:

1. By use of the anti-weed gun*

Methods of 2. By use of machine-drawn applicator

icaton 3. By punching holes in the soil at the proper interval and pouring

in the correcb amount of liquid.

On tillable land the machine-drawn applicator is by far the most economical.

Regardless of the method of application, however, certain practices must be fol-

loaed closely for the most effective results.

One of the most important considerations in application is the spacing be-

Spacing Is tween injections. If spaced too far apart, not all the plants are

InToItLnt killed, and if spaced too close together, material is wasted.

When using carbon bisuifide, the injections are spaced in rows of 18 inches

apart and at intervals of 18 inches in the rows. ith prochiors, nowever, the in-

jections should not be more than 12 inches apart for bests results.

In using the power-drawn applicator, little difficulty is ccporienced in

Method of
spacing once the delivery nozzles are set. Hand application, how-

Application ever, gives some rise to difficulty in spacing.

For purposes of illustration it is assumed that there is an area of exactly

one rod dimensions to be treated. Further, let x represent the spacing for the

material to be injected.

A straight row extending from one edge of the area to the far edge is made

by stretching a rope, marked every x inches, across the plots. Now, starting at

the first mark at the extreme edge of the plot, the material is injected, taking

care to close each hole with a mallet or by kicking with the heel of the shoe after

each injection. The injections are made every x inches across the plot.

On the second row of injections the rope is stretched x inches from the

first row and in such a manner that the first mark or injection comes 1/2 the dis-

tance of a mark or 1/2 x inches in from th edge of the plot. The injections are

then made at the marked intervals.

The third row of injections starts at the extreme edge of the plot in the

same manner as the first rov The fourth row is made in a manner sinilar to the

second.

* A type of this implement may be obtained from Mack Anti-Weed Rm, Caldwell,

Idaho.



This type of spacing gives a staggered or checkerboard effect to the zpaong-
wki.ich has been found to be the most effective. (See diagram)

ow 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 Row 6 Row 7

x inches

(

) x inches

For marking the rows, a board or stick (about 1" x its) marked at proper in-

tervals works equally as well as a rope.

It is imnortant when treating crcenin " type weeds to start the injections

3 to 4 feet £rcm where the first plant is observed in order to be sure to kill the

lateral rootstocks,

Unless each hole is closed properly after each injection, some of the ma-

Close terial will be lost, which reduces the effectiveness of the treatment.
Holes

The rates at which the soil fumigrt are applied vary with the material.

Pro chlor. for example, is applied at the rate of 400 to 60C pounds

Rate of per acre or from 5 to 7 ccts per .njction (314 o 1 teaspoon) if

Application these injections are made 12 inches ps:'t. Tie recommended rate of

injection or carbon bisuifide is 2400 pounds per acre or two ounces

per injection. This amounts to about 2 gallons per square rod,

In general, vhere conditions ace right for application, a heavier dose will

be required on heavy soils than on lidhthr soils.

The depth of application of both carbon bisuifide and prochior depends on

the plant to be controlled. For Canada thistl.e the injection should

Depth of be made to a depth of 5 to 7 inches; for morning_glov'ibe_ton, and

Injection Russian knapweed, 4 to 6 inches will suffice. In the case or' ack-

es, however; the injections should never be deeper than 2 to 3

inches for beat results. If the injection in too deep, the cronn of the plant is

not killed and hence is able to survive.

Several hazards in the use of soil fumigants must be iarded against The

prochiors do not burn very readily, but the vapors of this material

Precautions are toxic. Prolonged hreathin of these vapors should be avoided

Further, this material is capable of producing severe blistering when

it comes in contact with the skin. Therefore, if any of this material is spilled

on the body, it should be washed off immediately with plenty of soap and water,
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Carbon bisulfide is very inflammable so should be kept away from a fire,
cigarettes or even hot objects. On warm days it is even possible to ignite vapors
of this material by sparks resulting from a metal striking a rock. The vapors of
this material are also toxic, so prolonged inhaling should be avoided.

The danger of toxic vapors is greatly reduced when the material is handled
outwof doors. Therefore, when handling a soil fumigant, such as transferring it
from one container to another, do it in the open.

The present high cost (60 to $300 per acre) of soil fundgants prohibits
their use on any weed except a perennial noxious weed found on

Cost and Source highly productive land or where the area of infestation is small
of Supply but danger of spread is imminent. The labor requirement for hand

application of this material is also a limiting factor.

At the present time, prochiors are being manufactured by two companies on
the Pacific Coast. Carbon bisulfide is supplied on the Pacific Coast largely by
one firm. For additional inforaation concerning price and availability of these
materials, it is recommended that the local County Agent be consulted.


